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Abstrucf- Along-track interferometry (ATI) is an interferometric synthetic aperture radar technique that can be used to
measure Earth-surface velocities. As such, the AT1 technique
holds promise for the detection of slowly moving ground targets.
The models often used to characterize AT1 performance were
developed mainly in the context of mapping ocean currents,
however, and they do not necessarily apply to the case of
discrete, moving ground targets amidst clutter. In this paper, we
provide expressions for more accurately modeling the behavior
of an AT1 system in the context of ground moving target
indication. Analysis and design equations are given for topics
including target defocus, signal-to-noise and signal-to-clutter
ratios, interferometric correlation, interferometric phase bias,
target detection, geolocation accuracy, and area coverage rate.
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Fig. 1. Acquisition geometry used for the analysis of this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION
Along-track interferometry (ATI) is an interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR, IFSAR) technique that can
be used to map Earth-surface velocities. Unlike cross-track
InSAR techniques that are able to map surface topography by
utilizing dual-channel SAR data acquired from phase centers
separated in elevation on the platform, the AT1 technique
involves the acquisition of data from phase centers that are
separated in the direction of the platform flight path. SAR
images formed from these two phase centers are therefore
characterized by a temporal baseline equal to the time required
for the platform to travel the distance of the along-track
offset of the phase centers. Thus, while stationary elements
of the imaged scene contribute identically to the two images,
moving targets in the scene exhibit phase shifts between the
two images. An interferogram formed from the two images
consequently depicts surface movements in the imaged scene.
ATI techniques have been developed mainly in the context
of mapping ocean surface currents for science applications,
wherein velocity accuracies on the order of a few centimeters
per second have been reported from airborne platforms [l].
There is hence great interest in using AT1 techniques for
ground moving target indication (GMTI), potentially from
spaceborne platforms. The ATI performance models used for
ocean currents do not necessarily apply to discrete ground
moving targets amidst clutter, however. In this paper, we
examine AT1 principles in the specific context of detecting

slowly moving ground targets in order to develop expressions
for evaluating the expected performance of ATI techniques for
such applications. The analysis presented here is meant to augment and expand upon previous studies of the subject [2]-[5].
We specifically investigate target defocusing effects, signalto-noise and signal-to-clutter ratio (SNR,SCR) relationships,
interferometric phase behavior in the presence of clutter, target
detection based on interferometric data, target geolocation, and
the attainable area coverage rate.
Throughout the paper, we assume that the S A R data are
collected in an ideal zero-Doppler (unsquinted) stripmap mode
(see [ 6 ] ) as shown in Fig. 1. Most of the analysis can be
adapted to other acquisitions modes or geometries as well,
however. We assume that the platform follows a straight and
level trajectory at a height h and velocity wplat. The coordinate
system is defined such that 2 is parallel to the platform
velocity vector, y corresponds to increasing ground range, and
z corresponds to height. We assume that the baseline (physical
separation) between the two SAR phase centers contains only
an along-track component Bz and that each phase center both
transmits and receives (‘ping pong’ mode).
We consider only a single moving target, at a broadside
slant range PO from the platform. The target is viewed from
with cosfllook = h/po.
a look angle (off-nadir angle) &,k,
For our flat-Earth geometry, the look angle is equal to the
ground incidence angle Oinc and complementary to the grazing

angle OgraZe. The off-broadside angle within the slant plane is
denoted 8,. The Cartesian velocity components of the target
are given by w,, vy, and vz, implying that the target radial
velocity (Le., the slant-range projection of the target velocity)
is given by
up = -w,

COS

Bine + wY sin 8jnc.

(1)

The target velocity is assumed to be constant. In the ideal case,
the interferometric phase dV due to the target velocity is given
bv

with a possible sign flip depending on the convention used for
interferogram formation. The ambiguous ATI velocity is that
which resultsin 21r rad of interferometric phase:

(3)
The system can therefore observe velocities unambiguously if
-wambig/2 c U p c wambig/2*

We now describe a number of performance-limiting effects
and provide expressions characterizing these phenomena and
their impact on AT1 GMTI.

A. Defocus
Before an interferogram can be formed, focused S A R imagery must be obtained. There are various mechanisms by
which moving targets will be improperly focused, however.
I ) Along-track velocity: A moving target will be smeared in
the along-track direction if its along-track velocity component
u, is large enough that the phase history of the moving
target does not match the reference phase-history fimction
c,?+ef
used for S A R azimuth compression. Using a quadratic
approximation, &ef is given by
(4)

where t denotes time. Neglecting across-track target velocity
components, the target phase history is given by

$err

This condition is equivalent to the rule of thumb that the
fractional Doppler rate error, which is proportional to Vx/Vplat,
should be less than approximately one part in the azimuth
time-bandwidth product.
2) Radial velocity: A target will also appear smeared in
the along-track direction due to its velocity up in the slantrange direction. This target velocity component gives rise to
an additional linear term on the target phase history, thereby
changing the Doppler centroid of the target. The Doppler
spectrum of the target will consequently be shifted with respect
to the Doppler spectrum of the clutter. Let Q D be~ the
~
fractional shift of the target Doppler spectrum, given by the
ratio of the target Doppler due to radial motion to the Doppler
bandwidth:
(9)

11. PERFORMANCE
RELATIONSHIPS

The phase error
thus

Requiring +err to be less than n/2 rad and assuming that
Wplat >> v, Eq. (6)can be solved for v, to give the condition
that

at the ends of the synthetic aperture is

where qntis the S A R integration time, related to the alongtrack antenna length L (for stripmap systems) by

Because the SAR images will generally be processed to the
Doppler centroid of the clutter, only a fraction 1 - Q D ~
of the target spectrum will be correctly processed, so the
along-track resolution of the target will become coarser by
a factor of 1/(1- Q D ~ ~Moreover,
).
the single-pixel S N R of
the target will decrease by a factor of (1- Q D ~ ~That
) ~is,. if
Q D =~0.5,~ the target would be smeared into two along-track
resolution elements, and the total signal energy in the image
would decrease by -3 dB,so the signal energy in each target
pixel would decrease by a net -6 dE3. An approach to avoid
this effect would be to increase the bandwidth of the azimuth
matched filter, but doing so would also result in an increase
in the noise level proportional to the fractional increase in the
filter bandwidth.
Here, we assume that the target moves slowly enough that
Q D is~small.
~ Targets that are fast enough to violate this
condition would probably be detected easily with exoclutter
MTI techniques in any case.
3) Range migration: It has been suggested [4] that the
additional range migration due to the radial velocity vp of a
moving target will cause the target to be defocused in the range
dimension as well. This is not the case as long as Q D <~1, ~
however, as even stationary clutter cells experience range
migration over the synthetic aperture, and range migration
correction is normally an integral part of S A R processing.
The key point here is that the range migration due to the
target radial velocity exactly matches that of some clutter
cell elsewhere in the scene--otherwise, azimuth compression
based on the target phase history would be impossible, as
phase is a fimction of range. Thus, moving targets will appear
well focused in range as long as their Doppler spectra do not
wrap modulo the PRF.

~

If the targets do wrap modulo the PRF, then the uncompensated range migration Apn between pulses is given by
APn = n

x

~ o p ~

(10)

where n~~~is the integer number of PRF multiples by which
the target Doppler is offset from the processed Doppler. The
total apparent range extent pn traversed by the target over the
synthetic aperture time is thus

C. Inteflemmetric Phase
Perhaps the most significant way in which the use of AT1
techniques for moving target detection differs from its use for
ocean-current applications is the presence of clutter. Because
stationary clutter should be well correlated between the two
images comprising the interferogram, clutter cannot be treated
in the same manner as thermal noise in describing the statistics
of the interferometric phase.
Consider an image cell that contains a moving target. The
complex image values a1 and a2 of the two images will be
= s1 +c+n1

(13)

az=sz+c+nz

(14)

a1

B. SNR and SCR
The SNR and the SCR, and implicitly the clutter-to-noise
ratio (CNR), are important parameters determining the interferometric performance of an ATI GMTI system, so a few
comments about these quantities are warranted. We define the
signal as the portion of the radar return from the moving target
of interest within a particular pixel. As the radar cross section
at@ of a target generally fluctuates, the signal power is a
statistical quantity whose mean is S. The clutter (which is
in fact the signal in other S A R applications) is defined as
the portion of the radar return from the nominally stationary
ground surface, with a mean power C. We assume that the
system noise in each S A R channel is independent white
Gaussian noise with mean power N. The SNR, SCR, and CNR
are hence defined as S I N , SIC, and C I N .
For targets that are smaller than the image resolution and
not defocused by the phenomena above, the SCR is given by

and
where s1 and s2 are the target signal components of the
observed data, with
s2

= s1 exp(-jdlJ);

(15)

c is the clutter contribution which, in the ideal case, is identical
between the two channels and uncorrelated with the signal; nl
and n2 are noise terms which are independent of the signal,
the clutter, and each other. The complex correlation coefficient
Ttgt for the cell is given by

denotes expectation and * denotes complex conjugawhere
tion. Substituting Eqs. (13) and (14) into Eq. (16), expanding,
switching the order of expectation and addition, and neglecting
the covariances of uncorrelated terms, we obtain the following
expression for the complex correlation coefficient
(a)

where uo is the normalized cross section of the clutter and 6,
and 6, are the along-track and slant-range image resolutions, Ttgt =
(SI$?) + (a*)
assuming that the clutter is well focused.
C17)
Note that the effective size of a target may be different d((SlSY)+ (m*) (nln;)) ( ( s z s l ) (a*) (n2nZ))
than the physical size of the target since only a portion of which simplifies to
the target may dominate the target's microwave scattering at
a given wavelength. The size of the target in relation to the
resolution is also an important consideration if multiple spatial
looks are desired. If the target only occupies a single resolution
cell, spatial looks may not offer much benefit.
It has been suggested [2] that if the physical size of the
target is approximately equal to the size of a resolution cell,
the target would obscure most of the clutter patch, giving a
higher SCR. Th~sis not the case, however, as the clutter that
competes with a moving target in a particular SAR image
pixel is not at the same physical location as the target. That
is, moving targets appear shifted in the along-track direction in The complex correlation coefficient can also be rewritten
S A R imagery (see below), so the clutter obscured by the target
SCRexp (j&) 1
corresponds to a different image cell than the one containing
Ytpt =
SCR
1 l/CNR'
the target.
On the other hand, if the target is obscured by clutter (as
Equation 18 accounts for the correlated nature of the clutter
in the case of a target under foliage), the SCR decreases in and differs from the expression used in previous studies [4],
proportion to the decrease in radar energy incident upon the [5]. As the clutter contribution goes to zero, the expression retarget.
duces to the familiar expression for interferometric coherence.
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Fig. 2. Magnitude of the interferometric correlation coefficient lytgtI as a
function of
from Eq. (1 8) for various SCR values (lowercurves correspond
to lower SCR values). The SNR is assumed to be intinite.
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Fig. 3. Interferometric phase bias ratio I$A=I/& as a h c t i o n of c$,, from
Eq. (24) for Various SCR values (lower curves correspond to lower SCR

values).

Note that if noise is negligible, the magnitude of the correlation forms for the statistical distributions of the target and the
coefficient becomes unity both as the SCR goes to zero and as clutter.
It is important to note that while multilook processing might
the SCR goes to infinity; this is because in either case, only
one term dominates the interferometric phase. When the SCR in some cases reduce the variance of the interferometric phase,
is on &e order of unity, however, the target and the clutter it does not mitigate bias effects. Therefore, the performance
signatures compete against one another, and the interferogram of techniques based on subbanding the S A R data must be
coherence can degrade significantly. Curves of the correlation carefblly considered. That is, from Eq. (12), each of the
magnitude lrtgtl are shown as a function of 4v for various subband interferograms will have a lower SCR because of
its coarser resolution and will consequently exhibit a more
values of the SCR and assuming infinite SNR in Fig. 2.
The phase of the complex correlation coefficient is the significant phase bias. Multilook processing on the subband
expected phase of the interferogram, and Eq. (18) suggests images may subsequently reduce the phase variance, but the
that the expected interferometric phase ~ A T Iwill be a biased multilook result will converge upon the more biased phase
value corresponding to the lower SCR. Multilook processing
estimate of the phase r$v due to the target velocity:
does also affect the phase behavior of clutter-only cells,
S sin gh,
however,
as described below.
~ A T I= arg (rtgt)
= tan-l
(scos+v
A related observation is that estimating the true statistical
(A four-quadrant arctangent operation is assumed.) The bias correlation yta from observed data would be difficult because
is evident by the fact that the expected phase ~ A T I is not of the lack of signal stationarity. That is, insufficient data
equal to the true moving-target phase q!+,. For small values exist for an accurate estimation of ytptbecause the target is
of dV corresponding to slow target velocities, a small-angle contained in only a small number of resolution cells.

+c

approximation gives

D. Target Detection
The statistical description of the problem of detecting
S
~ A T IM moving
targets based on interferometric data depends upon
s
the
assumptions
made for the clutter and target statistics.
or
Gaussian
models
for
the ground surface are often used in S A R
SCR
~ A T Ix SCR+ , 4 v .
applications, and analytical expressions exist for the singlelook and multilook phase probability density functions (PDFs)
The interpretation of Eq. (24) is that in presence of a [7], [8]. If a Gaussian model is adopted for the clutter, these
moving target, the expected phase of the observed data may PDFs would apply to the clutter-only case (when no target is
be significantly biased towards zero-which corresponds to present), in which the interferogram coherence would be given
a lack of target motion-if the SCR is marginal. Moving by the usual expression
targets therefore become more difficult to detect than would
1
be expected from a model which accounts only for the phase
Yclut =
1
l/CNR'
variance (as a function of the magnitude of the correlation
coefficient, IytgtI)and not for the phase bias. Curves of the In our ideal case, yclutis always purely real, so the clutter-only
ratio #ATI/4v are shown as a function of 4,, in Fig. 3 for phase PDF peaks at zero.
various values of the SCR. The bias becomes less significant
In the target-present case, the statistics of the observed phase
as the SCR increases.
naturally depend on the statistics of the target. If the target
Note that the expressions derived here for the interferomet- is assumed to follow Gaussian statistics (corresponding to an
ric coherence and the phase bias do not assume any particular exponential intensity distribution and a Rayleigh amplitude

+

+

distribution), the phase PDF is again given by the expressions
cited above, but with different parameters for the distribution.
Namely, the correlation magnitude is given by Irtptl, as
computed from Eq. (18), and the location of the PDF peak
is given by Eq. (24).
The clutter-only and target-present PDFs can then be used to
compute the probability of false alarm PFAand the probability
of detection PD given values for the target velocity, SNR,
SCR, number of looks, and a decision threshold $JD on the
phase. That is, if the absolute value of the observed phase is
greater than 4 ~a .target is assumed to be present.
While some of the expressions for the phase PDFs given
in [7] are somewhat complicated, it is important to note that
a normal approximation for the single-look clutter-only case
should be avoided. This is because the tails of the singlelook phase distribution do not fall off very quickly, so values
computed for PFAmay be incorrect if a normal approximation
is adopted.
The tails of the single-look clutter-only phase PDF in fact
suggest that very low false alarm rates (less than about 10-l)
may be unreasonable even for very high CNRs [5]. The
qualitative explanation for this behavior is that, even with a
high C m , many pixels in a single-look S A R image appear
dark because of speckle, and the phase values of these dark
pixels are well distributed over the entire [0,27r) interval.
This is evident upon inspection of the joint PDF of the
interferogram magnitude and interferogram phase [SI.
This relationship between the magnitude and phase satistics
suggests that the optimal decision strategy for target detection
should include an examination of the interferogram magnitude
that the interas well as the interferogram phase. (we
to the intensities
magnitude is
of the
S A R images*) In other words, instead Of
a single decision threshold 4~ on the interferogram phase,
the decision might be based On whether the phase exceeds

be linked to the S A R image resolution. This is because each
pixel in the interferogram corresponds to a decision. Thus,
even with a false alarm rate as low as
the probability of
a false alarm over a modestly sized interferogram, which could
easily contain lo6 pixels, would still be very high. Perhaps
a more appropriate quantification of the desired false alarm
performance would be a specification on the number of false
alarms per unit area on the ground.

E. Geolocation
The detection of a moving target does not necessarily imply
that its velocity can be measured if clutter is present, so an ATI
system might not necessarily be able to accurately geolocate
moving targets. As stated above, a moving target will appear
in a S A R image at an apparent position that is shifted in the
along-track direction from the true target location. This alongtrack shift is such that the Doppler frequency due to the target
radial motion matches the Doppler ftequency of a ground point
elsewhere in the beam at an angle 8,:
-2v, - 2vplat sin8,
x
A
.
n e apparent target Offset Zoffset is thus given
--

zoffset = PO

sin ea, = -PO-,

'UP

Vplat

(28)

(29)

assufning that the target Doppler
does not wrap. Note
that Z,ffset is bounded because the bandwidth of the S A R
azimuth-compression filter limits the -ge
of velocities for
which targets
visible.
as from the
If the tarset velocity is
phase in the case of high SCR (and high SM), the offset
can be computed from Eq. (29), and the m e target location
can be determined [3]. If the SCR is not very high, however,
the observed phase is a function of contribuaons from both
the target and the clutter. Because the intensities of both the
some
the
ma@tude exceeds a target and the clutter fluctuate, the relative contributions of
magnitude threshold MD. Such an approach would offer better each
be distinguished, and the geolocation accuracy is
detection performance than a phase-only approach.
limited by the accuracy with which the target velocity can be
are to be based On determined. Note that only one or perhaps a few pixels contain
More generally, if detection
and phase7
'0th the interfer~gcompli- target energy, so the sample support for a statistical estimation
cated decision schemes than one with fixed thresholds 4~ of the target velocity will likely be insugcient.
and MD can be envisioned. Such strategies would offer even
better performance, although determining an optimal decision I;: Area Coverage Rate
based On the
(ma@itude and Phase) is
We define the area coverage rate (ACR) as the ground area
not a straightforward task. Whereas in the phase-only case, that can be scanned per unit time. For a fixed-size area of
a specification on either PD or PFA establishes the value of interest
the update rate for target tracking is therefore
$ D , there are different contours in the complex plane that can
approximately A c R / A ~ ~Note
~ . that
would
be used as decision thresholds to give the Same values of PD require squinted
here.
which we have not
or PFAin the two-variable decision problem.
The ACR of a S A R system is related to the achievable
Because the presence Of a moving target reduces the in- azimuth resolution because of rangemDopplerambiguities.
terferometric correlation as described above, detection based the azimuth resolution is linked to the SCR, we now
a
on the estimated coherence is also possible in principle. bound on the attainable AcR for an ATI GMTI system. For a
Of
estimating %@ (see
may stripmap S A R system, the along-track resolution 6, is given
The
preclude this approach, however.
(approximately) by
One final note on target detection requirements is in order. In
L
6 -(30)
an operational GMTI system, the false alarm rate may need to
x- 2
~

where, as above, L is the along-track length of the radar
antenna aperture. The slant-range resolution is given by

where co is the speed of light and B is the pulse bandwidth.
Substituting these two expressions into Eq. (12) gives
4BgtG sin Bine
7
QfJOL
which can be rearranged to obtain an expression for the desired
antenna length in terms of the SCR, the pulse bandwidth, and
the target and clutter cross sections:
SCR =

4Batgt sin Bine
(33)
QOOSCR *
Let w be the antenna width in the elevation direction. The
ground-range width W, of the stripmap S A R swath is related
to the antenna width by

L=

(34)

so
(35)

Now, consider the minimum antenna area Aant required to
avoid range-Doppler ambiguities (see [6], p. 274):

(41)

The area coverage rate might be improved with the use of
vernier or digital beamforming techniques [9], but the effects
of such techniques on the interferometric phase of moving
targets requires investigation.
111. CONCLUSIONS
ATI techniques hold promise for detecting slowly moving
ground targets, but the traditional models for AT1 performance
used in the context of ocean-current measurement are not
always applicable to GMTI scenarios. In order to evaluate the
performance of an AT1 GMTI system, the discrete nature of
targets and the dominating presence of clutter in the data must
be incorporated into performance models.
In this paper, we have examined several phenomena which
collectively influence the performance of an ATI GMTI system. Expressions were given for relating system parameters
to target defocus, SNR and SCR, interferometric correlation,
interferometric phase bias, target detection, geolocation accuracy, and area coverage rate. We hope that these expressions
will provide a more complete means of characterizing ATI
GMTI system behavior.
As the analyses presented here are based on the geometry
and models described in Section I, however, the results may be
in need of refinement if the underlying assumptions regarding
the system do not hold. This is the subject of continuing work.
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Substituting Eqs. (33) and (35) into Eq. (36) gives

The ACR for a stripmap SAR is given by
ACR = Wyuplat 7

WXW,
ACR= -.
Tint

co
5 -- 2B

wa, -- w cosPoeinc’

and
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